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Xbrite: low maintenance, great appearance
Choose Xbrite® – as well as bringing you all the benefits of the Xlite® range, Xbrite wheels also come with a superior
finish that takes less time and effort to keep your fleet looking extra special.
Based on the Xlite range of spin-forged aluminium wheels, Xbrite wheels are manufactured to world-class standards
to meet your commercial vehicle needs. Stronger by design and 40% lighter than the standard steel equivalent, Xbrite
offers real cost savings and improved performance for commercial vehicles.
Xbrite is tailored to your requirements, available in a range of sizes including 17.5”, 19.5” and 22.5”. Specially treated,
the Xbrite range delivers the highest levels of corrosion resistance and shine to ensure your wheels not only perform
to the highest possible standards, but also look fantastic.
At MWheels, you’re not just getting our wheels, you’re getting our expertise, too. We’re on hand to ensure you’re
getting the right wheels to suit your needs – so ask us anything.

Xbrite: meeting your needs
Look good: We ensure your fleets’ wheels look great and are easy-to-clean with minimal requirements for chemical
washing or high maintenance scheduling. Simply use mild soap.
40% lighter: Our Xbrite wheels have an average weight of 24kg, allowing your vehicle to carry extra payloads,
as well as providing significant fuel savings and reduced environmental impact.
5x stronger: Xbrite is spin-forged from a single high-strength aluminium billet using state-of-the-art Computer
Numeric Control (CNC) machines to create outstanding production accuracy. It is then specially heat treated to
produce a maximum strength wheel.
For you, this means less wear and tear and the longest possible life for your wheels, tyres and axles, as well as
greater ride comfort.
Protected ALV valve: Our ALV valves are fitted on every wheel, precisely positioned to ensure that they are not
damaged by stones thrown by the brake rotor.
Meeting safety standards: All our wheels are rigorously tested to meet European Tyre and Rim Technical
Organisation standards, ensuring both your fleet and the roads are safe.
Guaranteed quality: Certified to TUV standards, Xbrite wheels have been independently audited for quality,
ensuring you get the best product possible. We are so confident of the quality we offer that our Xbrite range
comes with a five-year warranty.
Supply chain traceability: We offer full traceability of all our wheels from manufacture to distribution, so you have
complete peace of mind that Xbrite wheels are fully compliant.
Next day delivery: For all your just-in-time stock requirements, we work quickly to make sure you get your wheels
exactly when you need them. Order before 3.30pm (2.30pm on Fridays) to be eligible for next working day delivery.

Working with MWheels:
We are the only supplier you need for commercial vehicle wheels in the transport
sector. With MWheels, you can be confident that not only are you getting the right
wheel for the job, but also the right wheel to get maximum performance out of your
fleet. And here’s how it works:
Steel and aluminium wheel one-stop-shop: No matter what your requirements,
we have the wheel for you. Our wide range of products and services provides
performance, compliance and value to keep your commercial vehicles moving.
Help to choose the right wheel: It’s not a problem if you don’t know the ins and outs
of every aluminium and steel wheel. That’s our job – your fleet is in safe hands.
Legal knowledge: Legislation is always changing. We know what you need to do,
and when, so you’re not left behind.
Your partner: Expert technical support from the moment you first make contact with
us, right through your wheels’ lifetime.
Stock availability: Rest assured that we have the wheel supplies to-hand for all
customer requirements across Europe, to ensure your wheels are delivered exactly
when you need them.
Value for money: We understand that cost is important, so all our wheels are
competitively priced for optimum return on investment.

About MWheels:
We are one of Europe’s leading independent
distributors of commercial vehicle wheels for
a wide range of sectors. With over 35 years of
experience in the European wheel market, we
offer our customers a single point of supply for
all their commercial wheel needs. Supported
by our team’s unrivalled technical expertise,
innovative solutions and high stock availability,
we give you peace of mind both during your
purchase and afterwards.
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